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Interactions between charges
The positively charged rod attracts negative charges to the top of the electroscope.
This leaves positive charges on the leaves.
The like-charges on the leaves repel each other.
attractive force between positive and negative charges.
repulsive force between two positive or two negative charge Why did the electrons flow?
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Force between charges
Opposite charges attract Like charges repel.
• Other than the polarity, they interact much like masses interact gravitationally.
• Force is along the line joining the particles. 
Particles and fields
• "Field Theory" says that everything is a field
• Even particles.
• Particles are quanta of a corresponding field.
• What does this mean?
• Think about photons.
-One photon means the electromagnetic field has (Planck's const)x(frequency) = hf of energy. -Two photons means 2hf of energy.
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Quanta of the EM field
• Possible energies for green light (λ=500 nm)
E=hf

E=2hf
E=3hf
E=4hf
-One quantum of energy: one photon -Two quanta of energy two photons -etc
• A photon is an excitation of the EM field.
•Quantum mechanically, brightness can only be changed in steps, with energy differences of hf. How is EM (photon) field excited?
• Charged particle can excite the EM field.
-A photon is produced electron electron photon • Around a charged particle, photons continually appear and disappear.
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Other particles and fields
• Electromagnetic field spread out over space.
-Stronger near the the source of the electric/magnetic charge -weaker farther away.
• Electromagnetic radiation, the photon, is the quanta of the field.
• Describe electron particles as fields:
-Makes sense -the electron was spread out around the hydrogen atom.
-Wasn't in one place -had locations it was more or less probable to be. Stronger and weaker like the electromagnetic field.
• Electron is the quanta of the electron field. 
Uncertainty principle
• The uncertainty principle is important for understanding interaction in quantum field theory.
• We talked about an uncertainty principle, that momentum and position cannot be simultaneously determined.
• There is an equivalent relation in the time and energy domain.
-Einstein's relation that space and time or momentum and mass/energy are similar.
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Energy uncertainty
• To make a very short pulse in time, need to combine a range of frequencies.
• Frequency related to quantum energy by E=hf.
• Heisenberg uncertainty relation can also be stated (Energy uncertainty)x(time uncertainty) (Planck's constant)
In other words, if a particle of energy E only exists for a time less than h/E, it doesn't require any energy to create it! 
Quantum Electrodynamics: QED
• This is the Coulomb interaction.
• Normal electromagnetic force comes about from exchange of photons. 
Interactions between particles
• The modern view of forces is in terms of particle exchange. • These are 'virtual' particles of the fields created by the particle charges.
This shows Coulomb repulsion between two electrons. It is described as the exchange of a photon. 
Forces and particles
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Interactions between charges
This repulsion is the Coulomb force
Modern view of Coulomb repulsion between two electrons.
It is described as the exchange of a photon. 
Antiparticles
• Several physicists had an explanation.
• Antimatter! • There is a particle with exact same mass as electron, but with a positive charge.
• It is called the positron.
• All particles have an antiparticle.
• We've seen this particle before. Nuclear beta decay with a positive electron -positron.
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• Electron and positron can 'annihilate' to form two photons.
• Photon can 'disappear' to form electron-positron pair.
• Relativity: Mass and energy are the same -Go from electron mass to electromagnetic/photon energy 
